
Dear Possibilitators,

 
We know you are out there. We think of you every day. Truly. We ask
ourselves questions such as, “What can we do to bring you more courage
in your experiments? What can we do to feed your Being with powerful
Distinctions, with Possibilities that you never thought of before, or never
tried before? Where can we support you to remove old blocks, build new
bridges, heal wounds, unfold potentials, open doorways, call in archetypal
forces that stand behind you wanting you to succeed?"

 
Asking ourselves these questions opens doorways for us in those same
areas. Any answers we receive inspire us to move in new directions, to try
things we never tried before. We have been talking together about how
much we feel like you are on our Team. Our question to you is, how can
you feel more empowered by us being on your Team? Perhaps you ask the
same question to people in your Circle?
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We are discovering how much things change when we ‘hack Archiarchy’
inside of ourselves. 

 
What we mean by ‘hacking Archiarchy inside of ourselves’ is to fiercely
figure out how to rearrange our inner structure, our assumptions, our
baggage, beliefs, expectations, stories, etc. so that we experience being
more Archan. 

 
One approach is to select two or three Archan skills and practice them to
absurd levels of effectiveness. No one can do it for you. No one can stop
you. With your new competence you gain new awareness, the world looks
different to you, and you can create new results even though your
circumstances have not changed.

 
Your determination gains authenticity and legitimacy when you think openly
with others about what you want to experience in your day-to-day culture.
By persistently and neutrally putting the ‘poop on the table’, your Team can
help you pull the rug out from under yourself every place where you are
secretly using other people’s thinking. Then all that remains is to invent
how it goes in your own culture! Together you figure out how it goes with
regards to growing food, taking care of the forests, making a house, using,
transportation, facilitating health and healing, schooling, garbage, child
raising… Suddenly you are living in a Circle of people with Agency. 

 
Here is a report from the Brazil Women Of Earth Lab from Meredith
After leaving the Women of Earth Lab I traveled for a long and bumpy day
to the WOE Bridge-House. Since then it has been a process of settling into
the new house, landing with this new constellation of women, and
discovering and unfolding into my new self. I am bigger, less apologetic,
and clearer about what I want and what I want to create. IT IS SO FUN! I
have a fire of creation stoking in me and I’m not holding myself back like I
have been. I’m celebrating joining this team, starting Magical Matrix and
holding space at the bridge house to share what I’m discovering, beginning
to watch and harvest the memetics from the Mage Training calls, and
Taking A Stand for more authenticity in my relating. 
Love, Meredith

 
Here is a report from Aotearoa (New Zealand) where Women Of Earth Lab
met the Men’s Lab: https://mailchi.mp/c56060a206db/pmnz-winter-news-
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Recently we have discovered two new healing processes that may be of
use to you. 

 
One process is called Deconstellating. In the context of Family
Constellation as formulated by Bert Hellinger, when the first child is born,
they look around for a role model to follow, often the father or the mother.
When the second child is born, the role chosen by the first child is already
taken, so the second child chooses a different role model, etc. The purpose
of choosing a role model is practical: to adopt an already-working Survival
Strategy. The role model is copied whole. It happens in only a few
moments. The result is you end up with the free space inside of you filled
up with some kind of blob or concoction. Then, whenever circumstances
arise around you, you respond and interact according to the form of the
role you adopted. The benefit of this is that the survival strategy. You
survive as well as your role model. The handicap is that, this strategy has a
best if used by date which is when you turn eighteen years old. Occupying
your central nothingness with an already used strategy prevents you from
being you. Everything you represent as yourself is a lie because it comes
from the adopted strategy rather than being invented by you now. As with
the majority of Archan initiations, preparations are mandatory. For example,
it is necessary that you can live in First Position, and can Inner Navigate
your Four Feelings and Four Emotions. The process of Deconstellating
requires a skilled Spaceholder (such as a Possibility Coach) to guide the
Client to give the copied Survival Strategy back to the person they copied it
from with gratitude, and also with irreversibility, meaning, into another
dimension with an energetic protection barrier that can be traversed in only
one direction, away. There may still be echo behaviors from so many years
of following the patterns of the other person’s survival strategy, but once
identified as echoes, they can fall away quite easily. You may wish to see
how this goes in the videos posted in the Survival Strategy website.

 
Another process is called Deconstructing Riders. We are finding that old
self-defining Memetic Constructs can be used by energetic vampire entities
as a hiding place. As you deconstruct your outdated Memetic Construct,
there is no longer a place for the parasites to hide. They wash away down
your Grounding Cord. More information is given at the Memetic Construct
website.
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We are proud to be in your Team on this part of your life journey. As we
mentioned above, please let us know anything you might think of that you
miss, or that could support your explorations of co-creating regenerative
cultures on Earth with us. Just respond to the sender of this PM News and
we will receive your message.

 
Thank you.
Love and Harbigarrr! from your PM News Team

Possibility Management

StartOver.xyz Websites
StartOver.xyz is a free-to-play, massively-multiplayer, online-and-offline,

thoughtware-upgrade, matrix-building, personal-transformation,
adventure-game. 

Each website is a doorway to experiments that upgrade your
thoughtware so you can create more possibility.

Hit Bottom

...and stay there.
How can you tell you are at
Bottom?
There is nothing left to lose.
You have no more Stories.
A Story is something you cling to
as a life ring, as if the Story could
help you survive.
But what survives in Stories is not
you. It is your Box.
Having a Story means you are
not at the Bottom because you
still have something left to lose.

Hit Bottom
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Women of Earth

Bridge-House

The Women Of Earth Bridge-
House is a Radically Responsible
Gaian Gameworld and part of the
Global Archan Gameworld
Speciality of the Possibilitator
Training called Bridge-House
Spaceholder. The Women Of
Earth Bridge-House is an
Archiarchy Invention Center,
centered on unleashing Women's
potential when they step out of
Patriarchy and inner Patriarchal
patterns.

Women of Earth BH

PM Healing Village

Any properly contexted online-or-
offline Circle of people can make
it their custom that at any time,
any member of the Circle can call
upon any other members to Hold
and Navigate an Emotional
Healing Process (EHP) for them,
and therefore, become a circular
Healing Village.

PM Healing Village

How To Play
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CONTACT

Possibility Management
www.possibilitymanagement.org

You receive this email because you wanted to
discover what it is like to change your mind. You

can change your mind about anything, even
about receiving this email. If this is the case, let

us know by clicking on the links to the right.
 

Possibility Management Global

Community

Possibility

Creation Village

Ask for and give
Possibility, share
your research, and
celebrate your gold.
Great collaborations
and projects were
born there. Join at
this link:
https://t.me/+ViEuN7
pEHlcSDlCv

Doorway to the

PM Healing

Village

A thriving gateway
platform to ask for,
provide, and witness
Emotional Healing
Processes at any
time of day or night
thanks to the global
Team of EHP
Spaceholders. Join
at this link: 
https://t.me/+v1Czw
dAoc6dkYjVh

Possibility
Management
Events 
Have access to the
latest PM-related
Events by
Possibilitators from
around the world as
well as offering your
own Events where
you deliver your
Nonmaterial Value.
Join at this link:
https://t.me/pmevent
sglobal
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